TeamQuest Performance Management and Capacity Planning software for Linux on IBM POWER processor-based systems

You can even predict the effects of configuration changes or changes to your business workloads. The software effectively helps your organization improve service levels while realizing cost savings by boosting operational efficiencies. You’ll be able to take advantage of more productive business processes, as well as improved performance of both business and IT systems.

With support from the IBM @server® Application Advantage™ for Linux (IBM Chiphopper™) offering, TeamQuest is able to optimize its software for Linux and support it across the entire IBM @server product line—giving you a wealth of computing options and maximum IT and business flexibility. The Chiphopper offering also provides TeamQuest with IBM assistance for any porting-related customer problems on the POWER technology-based and IBM @server zSeries® systems. The Ready for IBM @server with Linux mark signifies that TeamQuest is backed by IBM, giving our joint customers peace of mind and the assurance of outstanding service.

Highlights

- **Align IT initiatives with business priorities through effective capacity planning**
- **Identify underutilized IT resources with robust performance software**
- **Help lower costs and improve manageability through server consolidation**
- **Leverage performance software that meets IT service levels at minimum cost**

TeamQuest offers performance software that helps to address a variety of data center issues. Optimized for Linux® on IBM POWER™ processor-based systems, TeamQuest offerings facilitate server consolidation, cost reduction and risk management.

**Lower costs while improving performance for both business and IT processes**

TeamQuest Performance Management and Capacity Planning software provides powerful performance and capacity monitoring, and analysis capabilities, letting you spot trends so you can address problems more proactively.
IBM Linux on POWER: Performance and flexibility without compromise

With 1-way to 64-way servers based on IBM Power Architecture™ technology, IBM offers a wide range of Linux servers—giving companies multiple computing options that meet varying budgets without sacrificing performance. Systems based on IBM POWER microprocessors provide proven technology used for applications ranging from game machines to supercomputers. IBM POWER5™ and POWER5+™ processor-based servers are tuned to combine the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of the Linux operating system with the scalability and robustness of the IBM POWER platform. And they optionally offer IBM Virtualization Engine™ capabilities like IBM Micro-Partitioning™ technology, which can automatically balance resources among virtual partitions in milliseconds.

TeamQuest software on IBM systems

TeamQuest Performance Management and Capacity Planning software supports IBM System p5™ Express, @server p5, pSeries®, i5, iSeries™ and OpenPower™ systems as well as the IBM @server BladeCenter®, JS20 server, so you can choose the best system to meet your needs. Ranging from 1 to 64 processor cores, all systems offer support for 32- and 64-bit applications, outstanding reliability features and excellent performance. System p5 Express, @server p5, i5 and OpenPower systems help optimize resources through advanced virtualization and micro-partitioning—ideal for server consolidation. System p5 Express, @server p5, i5 and pSeries systems also provide large memory capabilities and superior scalability features for large workloads.

TeamQuest software also leverages other IBM solutions and components, including IBM DB2® and IBM WebSphere® software. TeamQuest software collects data for these IBM applications and can use the data to create a true, end-to-end model that helps precisely pinpoint potential problems in specific system tiers.

For more information

TeamQuest Performance Management and Capacity Planning software for Linux on IBM POWER processor-based systems offers your organization a performance-enhancing and cost-saving infrastructure, enabling you to improve your competitive edge. To learn more about TeamQuest software, visit: www.teamquest.com/ibm/linux.shtml

To learn more about Linux on IBM POWER processor-based systems, visit: ibm.com/linux/power
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